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Pro!le
Modern music composer / multi-instrumentalist / Recording Engineer / Sound 
Designer who is inspired by world, jazz, folk, blues, electronic, and many 
classical genres. Received two Meet The Composer Grants from the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Composers Program

Instruments 
(Have Complete Project Studio for Digital & Midi Recording} - Guitar (Electric, 
Acoustic, Classical, Steel Resonator, Dobro, Standard & Open Tunings) - Piano/
Keyboards - Bass (Electric & Acoustic) - Lap Steel -Mandolin - Banjo -  Ukulele - 
Software Experience (Apple OS X, Pro-Tools, Logic Pro, Final Cut Pro, Finale, 
Reason, Komplete}  

Recordings - “Random Transmutation” (2014) - “Slumber” (2013) - “Sphere Acid 
Burn” (2008) - “Live @ Benson Hall Cafe, NYC” (2006) - “Time to Think” (2004) - 
“Pictures in Mind” - (2002)  “13” (2000) - Complete Discography  http://
tinyurl.com/discographywoodall - Recordings available at iTunes - https://
itunes.apple.com/us/artist/earnest-woodall/id5975254 - YouTube - http://
tinyurl.com/woodallvideo

Education
College - Five Towns College (DixHills, NY) - Berklee School Of Music (Boston, 
MA) - Private Music Instruction - John Sco#eld - Peter Rogine - Tom 
Pomposello - Seminars Attended - John Ambercrombie - Charlie Byrd - Tal 
Farlow
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Reviews

"This is modern avant-garde for the new millennium."

"Woodall builds off-beat atmospheres with harsh textures and hard edges. 
Deep listeners will hear and feel the angst of hopeless searches."

"This wonderfully offbeat CD has few legitimate comparisons. "

"Using just about anything to inspire his writing, he reached a high point with 
2002's Pictures in Mind, an album written after a particularly moving trip to a 
New York art museum. "

"Its an attractive album for someone who enjoys dynamics and power!"

"Time To Think is a wonderful collection of music. Because of the disparate 
elements, this compilation stands on its own as a richly textured and varied 
release all impeccably played."

 "Woodall challenges the listener to think outside the box of the normal #air of 
music."

"The overall feel is very warm and rich, the production values are excellent to 
boot, every nuance can be clearly heard."

"Life is a key word here, as mostly there are synthesizers but perfectly operated 
to take a listener on a moody journey."

"I have to say that this Northport, New York, composer and artist is not only 
talented, but imaginitive as well."

 "Earnest Woodall is a $ne musician and his abilities in this area combined with 
his compositional and production skills, make this an above average release."

"So high is the quality"

 "The sounds are interestingly-arranged"

"it's music that relaxes you and then he does something that grabs your 
attention and makes you listen to the various layers of sound."

"A charming and constantly inventive disc."
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"If you enjoy complex melodies, unusual tempos and intelligent composition, 
this is the stuff for you."

"Masterpiece of contained emotion expressed in a complex, subtle, intelligent 
and extremely inspired synth language."

"No borders, no rules, no regulations, just an ethereal kind of gait to the songs, 
as they swell and recede, instruments coming and going like supermarket 
traffic."

"The melodies are simple enough but don't be fooled, he uses layering so that 
what may sound simple is actually a number of melodies and at times counter 
melodies. As well, he makes changes so often, that you'll stop and listen with 
some more intensity."

"The music draws you in before you even notice the classical idiom, and once 
you're there, the experience is too good to leave."

"Highly recommended"

"Every aspect in it is pleasant to the ear."

"Many of the tracks are particularly ornate and intricate"

"The results are a diverse and breezy bunch of tunes which really make the 
artwork come alive."

 "Very emotional"

"Woodall's ability to make melodies not just sing, but speak, is impressive."

"Call his music imaginative and unique."

"An excellent concept & has executed that concept perfectly."

"From full-bodied, muscular sounds to emotional sensitive tracks which feature 
an impressive compositional style with some searing piano performances."

 "This album is a brave and inspired effort."
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"The music throughout is light, easy to listen to and enjoyable."

"Quite intimidating for beautiful minimalistic melodies executed as if Rick 
Wakeman plays John Cale."

"Woodall's pieces are moving and serene displays of instrumentalism."

"Lushly constructed sounds"

"His exploratory journeys take us into the most intellectual regions of Classical 
Music, as well as Minimalism, and Concrete Music in its sound collage trends."

"Impeccable music"

"At times playful, and at other moments rather subdues, the music constantly 
challenges"

"It has a kaleidoscopic feel to it, lifting you in and out of moods with nary a 
thought for your well being. Its broader scope and schizophrenic approach."

 "There's a quite full sound here, and the end results are rather absorbing, from 
the playful to the utterly serious and constrained."

"He masterfully adds certain touches of Minimalism."

"A puff of fresh air in the misty general assumption, a glimpse of the glorious 
view from this mountain of music that too often is surrounded by thick, thick 
clouds."

 "Woodall has a good grasp of complex music."

"Earnest Woodall composers and creates music to read a book to or to sit and 
just contemplate or to clean out all the debris in your head and be inspired with 
fresh sounds." - "Highly recommended"

"Wrapped up in a crystal clear production that brings out the best in the 
inherent disjointed melodies and thick soundscape"
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"Woodall is a real composer who knows how to combine and develop musical 
elements"

"The compositions are lush, often radiant, soundscapes put together with a $ne 
technical ability and, a visionary sensibility."

"Full of life and thoughtful energy"

"There's many different moods, as Woodall alternates from clanking dissonance 
to sensitive beauty, all of it with a feel of someone who is secure in the craft of 
composition."

"Sounds which disturb and mesmerize"

"Exciting, richly detailed soundscape"

"Sometimes the music has a grandiose symphonic quality alive with the quality 
and beauty of Stravinsky."

Earnest Woodall
Music Composer
E. Northport NY 11731
Phone - 631-754-0897
Texting - 631-804-0530
Email - ernie@ewoodall.com
Official Website - http://www.ewoodall.com
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